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NEW QUESTION: 1
A-2-Z Associates is a full service brokerage and is also in the investment advisory industry,
charging its
clients for investment advice for additional remuneration. Which of the following statements is
true?
A. A-2-Z can charge an individual client an advisory fee for its advice or a commission when it
executes a
trade that the client makes based on that advice, but not both.
B. A-2-Z can charge the client both an advisory fee for its advice and a commission on any trade
the client
makes based on the advice. This is all laid out in the advertising brochures full service
brokerage firms
like A-2-Z provide their prospective clients.
C. A-2-Z can charge the client only an advisory fee when it is serving as an investment adviser;
no
commissions may be collected.
D. A-2-Z can charge the client both an advisory fee for its advice and a commission for the
execution of a
trade based on that advice, but it must inform the client of its potential conflict of interest in
doing so and
get the client's written consent.
Answer: D
Explanation:
A-2-Z can charge a client it advises an advisory fee for its advice and a commission for the
execution of a trade based on that advice, but it must inform the client of the potential conflict
of interest
and get the client's written consent. It must also provide an itemized statement of all such
agency cross
transactions performed for the client at least annually.

NEW QUESTION: 2
次の文で不足している単語を特定します。
「ステージ境界の管理」プロセスを実行する必要があります[？ ]管理段階。
A. の始めに
B. またはその近く
C. 段階計画が準備されたとき
D. すべての配信ステップが以内に完了したとき
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
https://publications.axelos.com/Prince2Agile2015/content.aspx?showNav=true&expandNav=tr
ue&page=cros_13

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a Software Developer for ABC Inc. The company has several branches worldwide.
The company uses Visual Studio.NET 2005 as its application development platform. You are
creating an application using .NET Framework 2.0. The application will be used by all the
branches of the company. You sometimes require a variable number of arguments to be passed
to a method. For example, you may require a sum method, which calculates the total of the
numbers passed to it no matter how many numbers are passed. What will you do to accomplish
the task?
A. Use the base keyword.
B. Use the ref keyword.
C. Use the params keyword.
D. Use the out keyword.
E. Use the volatile keyword.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Of the following, retention of business records should be PRIMARILY based on:
A. past litigation.
B. regulatory and legal requirements.
C. periodic vulnerability assessment.
D. device storage capacity and longevity.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Retention of business records is a business requirement that must consider regulatory and
legal requirements based on geographic location and industry. Options A and C are important
elements for making the decision, but the primary driver is the legal and regulatory
requirements that need to be followed by all companies.
Record retention may take into consideration past litigation, but it should not be the primary
decision factor.
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